Sabre Red Workspace

Sabre Red Workspace is a configurable workspace that provides unprecedented flexibility. It is the window to all the travel capabilities you need.

The Sabre® Red™ Workspace is an easy-to-use agent booking platform. It is the core of the Sabre® Red™ travel solution. Our intelligent workspace delivers all relevant content within your workflow. From the world’s largest travel marketplace to advanced booking capabilities and application integration – the Red Workspace is a one-stop shop. And it generates additional revenue and new sales opportunities through interactive offers.

Agencies benefit from greater performance, experience and control with the Red Workspace. Faster start up times and greater stability allow agents to get to work faster and serve more travellers. The intuitive user interface provides improved interactions. And administrative controls let configurations and updates be managed centrally down to a user level.

User workflow has been drastically improved with the Red Workspace. Crisp, clear visuals make it easier for you to navigate from one screen to another. Access productivity-enhancing tools like point-and-click, Format Finder℠, traveller messaging and more. Embed commonly used websites and applications so agents can use them while staying within the Red Workspace. And configure the layout of the workspace to best fit the needs of each user.

Key benefits of Sabre Red Workspace:

- Streamline your booking process with fast, reliable technology and integrated content
- Boosts sales skills with relevant content delivered at the right time
- Generate new revenue opportunities through interactive offers
- Conveniently shop and book the content you need, including Air Extras
- Enhance productivity through immediate access to agent tools
- Automate quality control and post-booking processes
Choose your workflow

The Red Workspace has simplified shopping and booking even further with an option to use enhanced graphical capabilities. Book air, car and hotel using a fully graphical, keyboard-driven workflow that’s easy to use. Even the savviest agents will save time and keystrokes. And that means extra time to get more accomplished in a day.

Do more in less time with the graphical view. Agents will discover fewer keystrokes, faster training and better service. Work more efficiently. Shop and price faster. Simplify comparisons, including ancillaries through our Air Extras. And have the option to switch between the graphical view and classic view, where agents can still use familiar formats.

Key benefits of the graphical view:

- Decrease keystrokes compared to classic view
- Increase productivity for savvy agents who only use formats
- Reduce training time for new Sabre® agents
- Email travel options during shopping process

Easily manage your customer information

Customers are your most valuable asset. So the ability to easily store, update and access customer information during the reservation process is key. Sabre® Profiles changes the way agencies interact with customer data. With our core profile capability, you can manage and access customer data better.

A user-friendly graphical interface allows you to work more efficiently. Process customer requests quicker. Leverage filters and associations to move multiple profiles into a PNR with one swift key stroke. Create smart processes to provide outstanding customer service. And administrators can adjust user roles/responsibilities and create templates for profile consistency.

Profile data is stored categorically in a relational database. So air preferences, contact information and loyalty numbers are easily found. You become better equipped to query traveller information and book travel. And you can then focus more on managing travellers’ experiences.

The graphical view of Sabre Red Workspace allows agents to send emails with travel options during the shopping process.
Key benefits of Sabre Profiles

- Improve efficiency and customer service capability
- Store individual’s corporate and personal information in one profile
- Create associations between colleagues, family or corporation profiles
- Safeguard profile data with relational database
- Expand search capabilities
- Link PNR to profiles

Open up a whole new world of possibilities

Only Sabre Travel Network® offers endless ways to configure your workspace. Tailor your workflow specifically to your agency’s needs with Sabre® Red™ Apps available through the Sabre® Red™ App Centre. The Red App Centre brings travel buyers and developers together to create the premier b2b travel app marketplace.

Are you looking for ways to accelerate your workflow? Or integrate new capabilities into the Red Workspace to better serve customers and drive more sales? Then tap into the collective creativity of Red App developers from all over the world.

Simply access the Red App Centre to search for a wide range of applications. Find and purchase a Red App that best meets your needs. Your Red App can be quickly deployed down to individual users. The result? A truly flexible agency ready to serve your customers’ needs.

Key benefits of Sabre Red App Centre

- Configure your workflow to fit exact agency needs
- Discover new capabilities not otherwise offered by Sabre Travel Network
- Seamlessly integrate apps within your workspace
- Access the collective intelligence of worldwide Red App developers

With Sabre Profiles you can search by full or partial name, or even an email address.

The Sabre Red App Centre allows you to access Sabre Red Apps to help configure your workspace.
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_Sabre Travel Network_ devotes thousands of man hours and combined expertise to bring you the best technology in the industry. The _Red Workspace_ is a great example of this technology, and is just one more way we are helping your business stay ahead. To learn more about how the _Red Workspace_ can help you, contact your account director or visit www.sabretravelnetwork.com.